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Hidden  Markov  Models  with  First-Order  Equalization 
for  Noisy  Speech  Recognition 
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Abstract-Speech recognizers  often  experience serious per- 
formance  degradation when deployed in an  unknown  acoustic 
(particularly, noise  contaminated)  environment. To combat this 
problem, we proposed in a  previous  study  a  family  of new dis- 
tortion measures  that  were shown to be able  to  withstand  ad- 
ditive white noise without requiring 1) explicit knowledge  of the 
noise, 2) noise  reduction  provisions, or 3) reference  template 
retraining.  One  particularly effective distortion  memure in the 
family is the one  that takes into  account the norm shrinkage 
bias in the  noisy  cepstrum.  In  this  paper, we incorporate  a first- 
order equalization  mechanism, specifically aiming at avoiding 
the norm shrinkage  problem, in a  hidden  Markov model 
(HMM) framework  to model the speech cepstral sequence. Such 
a modeling technique  requires  special  care  as  the  formulation 
inevitably involves parameter estimation  from  a set of data with 
singular  dispersion. We provide  solutions  to  this  HMM  sto- 
chastic modeling problem and give  algorithms  for  estimating 
the necessary model  parameters. We experimentally  show that 
incorporation of the first-order mean equalization  model  makes 
the HMM-based speech recognizer robust to noisc:. With re- 
spect to  a  conventional HMM recognizer,  this  leads  to  an im- 
provement in recognition  performance which is equivalent  to 
about 15-20 dB  gain in signal-to-noise  ratio. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

S IGNAL observations  or  measurements oftem contain 
undesirable but unavoidable noisy componc nts which 

make  speech  recognition task  difficult. A specch  recog- 
nizer  designed or trained under  clean  or low noise con- 
ditions  generally suffers serious  performance  degradation 
when  used  in an  environment with  different  noise char- 
acteristics.  One way to handle  the noise  proble n is to in- 
clude noise during training  of  the signal  patterns in the 
recognizer [2]. This  requires  the effort of collecting  the 
noise samples in  the intended  environment(s) or equip- 
ping the recognizer with a mechanism  for  on-line  train- 
ing.  These  are  impossible  to  accomplish  for a  public tele- 
phone network service  because of the high degree of 
variability  of the talker’s environment.  Another way to 
reduce the  performance  degradation  due  to noist: is to  sup- 
press the noise component in the  speech signal before it 
is compared with the  existing reference  patterns in the 
recognizer.  Well-known  procedures of  this type  include 
noise subtraction  and  the iterative enhancemelt method 
[3] .  These  methods  gave  good results  in some limited 
conditions.  One of the  drawbacks,  however, is that these 
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methods incur a  significant increase in computational re- 
quirements  as  extra signal processing  steps need to  be per- 
formed. 

The concept  we presented  in [ 11 as well as here is  en- 
tirely  different. We concentrate  on  the possibility of mea- 
suring and  modeling  features of speech  that  are robust to 
noise contamination. If this  is possible,  there will be no 
need to  create noisy reference  patterns ot to  process the 
signal before  recognition.  The  fact that humans  are  ca- 
pable of accurately recognizing  spoken words in a noisy 
environment without requiring  extensive  adaptation can 
be viewed as an existence proof  that  such  a process might 
be reasonable. 

In [ 11, it was shown  that an  unconventional  use of cep- 
stral  projection distortion  measures  led  to robust  recog- 
nition performance without the need for explicit  noise 
characterization  or noisy signal prototypes.  This  fulfills, 
in part,  the requirement that a recognizer  be designed and 
trained in a  fixed, noiseless  environment  and perform 
properly in a  noisy environment without any modifica- 
tions to  either  the  signal  or  the  recognizer. 

The results in [ I ]  relied on  some  interesting  character- 
istics  of the  cepstrum of  unity gain  autoregressive  models 
commonly used in speech  modeling. It was shown  that 
the presence of additive white  noise causes a  reduction in 
the cepstral  norm (or  cepstral  energy) of the noisy obser- 
vation vector relative to the one derived  from  a  clean 
signal.  This  observation, when cast in the  perspective  of 
a Euclidean  vector  space,  explains why traditional speech 
recognizers  inevitably  suffer performance  degradation un- 
der mismatched  noise conditions. (By mismatch we mean 
the noise conditions  during training and  testing  are differ- 
ent.)  While it has been demonstrated in [ 11 that this mis- 
match problem can  be effectively remedied with a  first- 
order norm equalization  scheme in a deterministic signal 
representation setup, a  more general  equalization  mech- 
anism based on  hidden Markov  models  is obviously of 
interest. In this paper,  we  address  the problem  of gener- 
alizing the equalization  scheme in  a stochastic  modeling 
framework. 

This  paper is organized  as  follows. In the next section, 
we review the norm shrinkage  model  for the LPC cep- 
strum of speech  signals,  together with the  associated 
problems, such as  centroid  calculation required  in  clus- 
tering procedures.  The section summarizes  the  use of first- 
order  equalization in a  nonstochastic  modeling frame- 
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work. In Section 111, we  give a  general multivariate  for- 
mulation for  the  shrinkageiequalization  model.  We point 
out that  such  a model  requires an explicit  treatment of the 
singularity problem which  had not occurred previously in 
related applications of the  modeling  technique.  We then 
present  the  solution to  the problem of HMM estimation 
in Section IV. In Section V ,  we report the  experimental 
results and  show  the effectiveness of this model  for recog- 
nizing noisy speech.  Section VI summarizes the paper. 

11. NORM SHRINKAGE AND EQUALIZATION MODEL 
Let x' = [xo x1 - . x L  - 11 be a vector  (sequence)  of 

speech  waveform  samples which are said to  be  generated 
by an autoregressive  source  satisfying the following re- 
lationship: 

P 

x, = C aix, - i  + e,, (1) 

where e, is a Gaussian  i.i.d.  driving  sequence.  The  trans- 
fer function  of  the system  is l /A(z) where A(z1 = 1 + 
a , z - '  + * . + U ~ Z - ~ ,  the  well-known LPC inverse filter 
polynomial.  The LPC cepstrum c, of the  waveform x is 
related to the  inverse filter  polynomial  through  the expres- 
sion 

i = 1  

m 

-ln A ( Z )  = C c/z - ' .  (2) 

In  speech  processing,  we usually  work  with  a  truncated 
cepstral sequence c' = [cl c2 . . . cJ where k is in the 
range of 10 to  20  due to the  rapid  decay of the  cepstral 
coefficients. 

Assume  the  observed  speech  waveform  contains  an un- 
known amount of  white  noise v; i.e., 

/ =  I 

yn  = x,, + v,. (3) 

Furthermore,  we  assume the  signal unalysidmodeling 
mechanism in the  recognizer is to remain unchmged re- 
gardless of the  noise  contamination. Then, the observed 
signal y,, is again  modeled by the equation 

I, 

where w , ,  is an uncorrelated  sequence. A truncated noisy 
cepstral vector c' can similarly be defined as 

m 

-In ~ ' ( z )  = ,X C ~ Z - '  
i = 1  

~ ' ( z )  = 1 + a;z-I  + aiz-* + * . . + aiz-p ( 5 )  

and 
(c')' = [c; c; ' * ' c;]. 

It has  been shown [l] ,  both empirically and  theoreti- 
cally, that the  presence of white noise v causes reduction 
in the  cepstral  norm (or energy) defined as 

/ 

I 

That  is, in general, 

I C ' (  5 I C /  (7) 
can be observed  from  actual  calculations of the LPC cep- 
strum and  can  be verified  theoretically through the use  of 
noisy  signal models [ 11. 

This  observation of cepstral norm shrinkage  led  to  the 
use  of  an equalization  procedure in [ 11 in order  to  improve 
speech  recognition  performance.  It was  shown [l] that a 
tremendous  gain in recognition  performance  can  be  ob- 
tained if the  calculation of the Euclidean  distance  in- 
volves an  equalizing  scalar 0 .  In  particular, if c and q 
denote  the  testing  cepstral  vector  (with an unknown 
amount of noise)  and the clean reference  cepstral  vector, 
respectively,  the revised distance is  defined by 

d(c, q )  = (C - Oq)'(c - 677) ( 8) 
where 

Note  that (8) can  be rewritten as 

where 

In one recognition test,  this revised distance  led  to an im- 
provement of 23 YC (from 60% to 83 7%) in  recognition ac- 
curacy  at 10-dB  global  signal-to-noise  ratio, without 
knowing the actual noise  level  or requiring creation  of 
noisy references. 

The results in [ l ]  indicate clearly the  pragmatic  advan- 
tage of the  simple first-order equalization  model. Al- 
though  it  is not derived  from a theoretical point  of view, 
its effectiveness  in improving  the  recognizer  performance 
under  unknown  noise  level  conditions  validates its usage, 
at least  practically.  We will discuss  this in more detail 
later in the next section. 

One of the  problems  associated  with  incorporation of 
an equalizing  factor in the  distance  calculation  is  the  clas- 
sical projected centroid problem.  Given a  set  of M (noisy) 
cepstral  vectors {cl }E the  centroid  problem  requires 
calculation of a vector q that  minimizes  the  accumulated 
distance  defined, with the  equalizing  factor in the  current 
case, as 

M 
D = C (c, - eIq)l(ci - eIv) (12) 

/ = I  

where Oi is defined  in (9) for each c, .  The  alternative 
expression of ( IO) ,  in  which the  unknown  vector q ap- 
pears  in  a normalized  form. simplifies the  solution.  Equa- 
tion (12) can be rewritten as 

M M 

D = c IciI2 - (c'q1)' (13) 
i =  I i =  I 
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where q l  = q / / q / .  With the constraint  that Iqll = 1, it  is 
straightforward to show  that the  solution v l  satisfies 

E91 = 2x771 (14) 
where 

'U 

," = c tic: (15) 
i =  I 

the sample  covariance,  and  therefore  we choose 7, as the 
eigenvector  corresponding  to  the  largest eigenvs lue of the 
sample covariance matrix to  minimize  the  accumulated 
distance of (1 3). This  centroid  calculation  procedure is a 
very important  one in the  following  statistical  formulation 
of a  first-order equalization model of a noisy LPC cep- 
strum. 

The  distance  measure of (8) can be  generalized  to a 
multivariate probabilistic  formulation with the following 
probability  density function  (pdf): 

f ( c )  = K 0 exp [ - (c  - 8q)'W(c - O r ' ) ]  (16) 

where K is the normalization  factor,  and 8 is,  similar to 
(9) 9 

q)Wc e = -  
vfWrl' 

The  presence of the  equalizing  factor make sf:^) in (16) 
an unusual density  since ( I  - [qq'W/$W?]) is  a  projec- 
tion operator.  For  parameter  estimation, this m:ans there 
will not be a data  support of  full dimensionality (= k )  and 
the rank y(W) < k .  Note  that if Wv = 0, (16)  becomes 

f ( c )  = K exp 1- C'WC]. (18) 

(17) 

We shall discuss  this unusual formulation in the next sec- 
tion where  solution  procedures  for  HMM  estination  are 
elaborated. 

111. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL WITH NOZM 
EQUALIZATION 

A hidden Markov model (HMM) X is a tripk X = (a, 
A ,  F), where a is the initial state probability vector, A 
denotes the state  transition probability matrix, and F is a 
set of observation probability densities.  The Frobability 
vector n and matrix A describe  an  N-state Markov  chain 
while the pdf set F = {A},:= I characterizes tht: distribu- 
tions  of  the observation in each  Markovian state. We 
summarize  the  modeling  framework briefly in the follow- 
ing. For detailed descriptions of the  HMM  metlotlology, 
consult [ 5 ] .  

The  density  function defined by X for a sepence  of 
observations, { c ,  }:= I = (el, c2 ,  - * . , CT), is 

7 

W I ,  c2, * , cT) = rJo n arr.,&c,) (19) 
s ' - 1  

where ail are  the  elements of A ,  A = [a,,]"= I ,  and ri are 
the  elements of a ,   a '  = [a, T?,  * * , Quantity ai, 
is thus the  probability  of  making  a  transition to state j 

1 

given  that  the  current  state is i and ai is  the probability  of 
staying at  state i before the  initial observation.  The  equal- 
ization mechanism is implemented  in  some specific forms 
in the  observation  density fi. This will be the focus of 
discussion in  this section. 

A .  Reestimatiotl Algorithm 
Baum's reestimation  algorithm [6] is  an iterative  max- 

imization algorithm in which the  model  parameters X, 
starting from an  initial estimate,  are iteratively  improved 
upon  in the  sense of increasing  likelihood.  Each  iteration 
involves the  following  two  steps: 

1) Determine  the  auxiliary  function  from  the existing 
model;  the  auxiliary  function is defined as a function of a 
new (to be  found)  model A': 

where s is a state  sequence, s = (so, sl, * , ST), and 
the summation is over  all  possible  state  sequences. 

2 )  Choose a new model x to  maximize  Q(X, X I )  as a 
function of X ' .  

During the next iteration,  the  new  model x is used in 
place of the  old model h and the  two  steps repeat again. 
It can be  shown [6] that  each  iteration  guarantees  an in- 
crease in likelihood, i .e . ,  

The  algorithm stops when it reaches a fixed point solution 
or when the  increase in likelihood  falls below  a  prescribed 
level. 

B. Maximization of Q(A, X I )  

The auxiliary  function is  defined by (20). The  loga- 
rithm allows  breakdown of individual  groups of parame- 
ters;  specifically, 

Q(X, 1') = C pi({c,}:=l, S )  * 

7 , 

Maximization of Q( X, A ' )  over  parameters a and A thus 
remain  identical to the  previous  results  that  have  been well 
studied [ 5 ] .  Maximization of Q(A, A ' )  over F = 
{A}.:= I ,  on  the  other  hand, remains the  focus of  this  pa- 
per.  Note  the  following  decomposition: 

T 
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wherefl  denotes the parameter  vector forf,! ( ). It allows, 
again,  separate  optimization of each  individual density 
functionJ( ) and the  solution  satisfies 

Vf;QfCL f:)lf;=y, = 0 (23) 

where 
T 

Q f ( X , f j )  = Px({~,}f=l, S, = i )  logf:(c,). (24) 
r =  I 

C. Observation  Density  with  First-Order Equalization 
The proposed equalization  as suggested in (8) can  be 

incorporated in the observation  density in  an HMM 
framework in the  following  two  ways: fixed dispersion 
and  singularized  dispersion.  Fixed  dispersion is a direct 
extension of (8), where the  norm does not involve  a 
weighting matrix.  Singularized  dispersion, on the  other 
hand,  aims  at finding  a  direction  in  which the projection 
(which makes the  dispersion matrix singular) of obser- 
vation  vectors  results  in  a  minimum average  distance. 

1) Fixed Dispersion: The  particular form  of observa- 
tion  probability densities  we  consider in this  class is 

~ ( c )  = ( 2 ~ ) -  k / 2  I E-I I 1 /2 exp {-; (c - o ~ ) ' c - ' ( c  - e v ) }  
( 2 5 )  

where C is  positive-definite  and fixed. When C = I, the 
identity matrix, this form of density  function  becomes 
identical to  what (8) has implied.  The fixed dispersion 
matrix can  thus  be  considered a  weighting  matrix in the 
vector  space. Although the  following  development as- 
sumes a general E, it is  convenient  to  just use C = I (or 
E = u21) unless strong a priori knowledge needs to  be 
incorporated.  Since 

log f,'(c,) = -; [k log 2~ + log (Ci 1 
+ (c, - eriq; 1' E;' (cr - O r i ~ l ) ]  (26) 

where Bti is defined in (17).  Maximization of the auxiliary 
function  defined in (21) with respect  to 7,' becomes  the 
typical  problem  outlined in (12)-(15). The  factorization 

q i  = u, u: (27) 

Yl = u:c, (28) 

Ti = u ~ v i / l u ~ ~ ~ l ~  (29) 

facilitates the  transformations 

and 

The  optimization  objective becomes minimization of 
T 

n = C P , ( { C , } ; =  S, = i) {(ci - eriv; ) T ; I  (c ,  - ) }  
I =  I 

subject to I{,! I = 1 ,  The  objective now is identical to (13)- 
(15) and the solution TI i s  thus  the eigenvector  satisfying 

E,,,?, = 2% (3 1) 

where 
7 

x = c P,({ct3,7_1, s, = i )Y,Y:  (32) 
1 =  I 

and E,,, is the  maximal  eigenvalue of 8.  The difference 
between  (32) and (15) is the  weighting  factor  due  to 

2)  Singularized  Dispersion: There  are  two  parameter 
categories involved  in the  estimation of distributions with 
the  form of ( 2 3 ,  17: and E:. In the above fixed dispersion 
approach, C: = E; is fixed. These  two  categories  are re- 
lated  not  only because they appear  simultaneously in the 
density function. but because  the  equalizing  factor O,, is 
chosen to maximize  the  exponent in (25). Estimation  of 
these two  parameter  categories thus has  to  take  the  equal- 
izing factor  into  account. 

PX({CI1IT_I7 s, = i ) .  

The  equalizing  factor results in the  following: 

where the projector ( I  - projects a 
vector  onto a hyperplane  perpendicular  to vi. The projec- 
tion operator results  in singularized  dispersion  and thus 
necessitates  a particular  treatment based on  the theory of 
singular  distribution. A  theory  of singular Gaussian  dis- 
tributions has  been well developed by Khatri [4]. We 
summarize his  results  relevant to our discussion in the 
Appendix for  clarity. 

If E-' in  (33)  is singularized along  a particular  direc- 
tion and v i  is chosen  to be in that  direction,  the density 
function collapses to (18). Therefore, norm equalization 
can be embedded in the singularization  process.  This nat- 
urally leads  to  the  use of the following  singular multi- 
variate density: 

~ ( c , )  = ( 2 ~ ) - ~ ! *  IC; exp {-i C:E,:C,} (34) 

where E,: is a general  inverse of  the singularized  covari- 
ance matrix  (with dimensionality reduced to k - 1 ) .  Let 
p , ?  p2.  * * - , pk be the  eigenvectors of E;' with corre- 
sponding eigenvalues t i ,  &, 9 - , t k .  Also  assume that 
Ek = mini S i .  The  singularized  inverse  covariance  matrix 
is then chosen  as 

El- = VAV' (35) 
where 

v = [Pi. P2> . 3 Pk-11 (36) 

and 

I 
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Note that  Khatri’s  results of (A6)-(A8)  become  directly 
applicable in this case.  The reestimation transflmnation 
for  the  covariance  matrix,  therefore, involves two  steps: 

1) Compute Ei as 
T 

Px((c,):=,, si = i1c,c: 

c P A ( ( C , j f = , ,  3, = i )  

- f = l  
E, = T (38) 

I =  I 

2) Singularize E,-’ to  according  to  (X)-( 37). 
Note  that  the direction of vi is embedded in the singu- 

larization process  of  (35)-(37). This is similar to the fixed 
dispersion case (31), (32) where  the  direction of the mean 
vector is chosen  to  coincide with the  eigenvector  corre- 
sponding to  the  largest  eigenvalue of the weig,hted co- 
variance  matrix.  Here,  we  express it in terms  cf the co- 
variance  inverse,  therefore it coincides with the cigznvec- 
tor that corresponds  to  the  smallest  eigenvalue.  The  sin- 
gularization process,  after  the  direction of  mean vector is 
found, produces  the  transformation  matrix V that leads  to 
the  density of (34).  The key here is E; 7, = 0 .  

Iv. SPEECH RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS AND llE!IULTS 

In the  preceding  section,  we have presented a method- 
ology and an extension of the  LPC cepstral nonn  shrink- 
age model to  a  stochastical modeling framework. To cope 
with the  observation norm shrinkage bias problem,  a first- 
order  equalization  mechanism is introduced in the  sto- 
chastic framework  to fully take  advantage of tke  consis- 
tency that a  hidden  Markov  model is able to offer. In order 
to  see  whether  the  current  extension of hidden  Markov 
models  is able to achieve  better  results  due to the  implied 
consistency in the  parameter  estimate,  we  coniuct  here 
speech  recognition experiments  where  we  study  HMM 
framework with and without  the  cepstral  norm  shrinkage 
model for  the recognition  of noisy speech. Resulls of these 
experiments  are  described in this section. 

In these experiments, an HMM-based spee8:h recog- 
nizer  is  used for  the  recognition of  isolated words  Here, 
the HMM  for  each word  has five states.  Transitions  be- 
tween  states are allowed only in left-to-right dire :tion with 
no skipping of states.  Single  multivariate  Gaus’ian  func- 
tions are used to  characterize the probability density func- 
tions of cepstral vectors in  different states. The  Viterbi 
algorithm  is used for  training  as well as  for t,:sting the 
recognizer. 

We use here  the  HMM-based  speech  recognizer in mul- 
tispeaker mode  and study it for the following two vo- 
cabularies: 1 j a  vocabulary  of  10  English digits t0-9), and 
2) a vocabulary of 39  English  alpha-digits (26 alphabets 
(A-Z) + 10 digits (0-9) + 3  command  word’;  “stop.” 
“error,”  and  “repeat”).  The  data  base  consists of speech 
from  4 talkers (2 males and  2  females).  Twenty-four ut- 
terances of each word from these 4 talkers wer: used for 
training and an additional 40 utterances  for  testing.  The 
training and  testing  utterances were  recorded o’ier the lo- 

cal dialed-up telephone lines, and  digitized  at a  sampling 
rate of 6.67 kHz. An eighth-order LPC analysis  was per- 
formed  every 15 ms  with a  frame width  of 45 ms using 
the autocorrelation method  (with Hamming window and 
no preemphasis),  and  each  frame was  represented  in terms 
of 12 cepstral coefficients [7]. Endpoints of each  utterance 
were  manually determined. 

In order to show  the effect of cepstral norm shrinkage 
for  the recognition of noisy speech,  we study  the  follow- 
ing four  configurations of the  HMM-based  speech recog- 
nizer: 

Conjigururiorz I :  The  recognizer  does not incorporate 
the  cepstral  norm shrinkage  model; i .e . ,  it is a  conven- 
tional HMM-based  speech  recognizer. 

Conjgurution 2 :  The  HMM-based  speech  recognizer 
uses the first-order  norm equalization model with fixed 
dispersion,  where the  identity  matrix  is  used for  the fixed 
dispersion  matrix;  i.e., C = I .  

CorlJguration 3: The  HMM-based  speech  recognizer 
uses the first-order  norm equalization model  with fixed 
dispersion,  where  the covariance matrix  obtained from  the 
training process in configuration 1 is  used for  the fixed 
dispersion matrix. 

Cor$gururion 4: The  HMM-based  speech  recognizer 
uses the first-order  norm equalization model with singu- 
larized  dispersion  as described in Section IV-C2. 

Speech  recognition experiments were  performed with 
each of the  four configurations for noisy speech at  differ- 
ent signal-to-noise ratios (SNR’sj.  Machine-generated, 
zero-mean, white Gaussian noise was  added  to  each  test 
utterance to get the  desired  SNR.  Recognition results for 
noisy speech at  eight  different SNR’s (01, 35,  30, 2 5 ,  20, 
15, 10, and 5 dB) are  shown in Table I for  the  10-word 
English  digit vocabulary.  Here,  SNR = cc means that no 
noise  is added  to  the  test  utterance. 

The recognition  results pertaining to configuration 1 
clearly demonstrate  the  degree of degradation in recog- 
nition performance  caused by the additive noise. The rec- 
ognizer  performed  perfectly with 100% recognition  ac- 
curacy for  “clean”  speech. but could achieve only about 
42% recognition accuracy  for noisy speech  at  15-dB SNR. 
In configuration 2 .  a simple norm equalization model is 
incorporated  without sophisticated  dispersion  modeling. 
The recognition results show  an  increased  resistance to 
noise  when  this simple  equalization model is employed, 
but the recognizer suffers considerable  degradation in 
“clean”  condition.  With more elaborate norm equaliza- 
tion  modeling  as in configurations 3  and 4. the recognizer 
was able to maintain  a satisfactory recognition  perfor- 
mance for noisy speech  with wide  range of SNR  values. 
For  example,  at 15-dB SNR, the  recognizer still could 
achieve  about 90% recognition accuracy  which  corre- 
sponds to the performance  of the conventional  recognizer 
of configuration 1 at SNR of 30-35 dB. An equivalent 
SNR  improvement of 15-20 dB is thus achieved.  Similar 
results are obtained for the 39-word English alpha-digit 
vocabulary as  shown in Table 11. 

As mentioned  earlier,  the  cepstral norm shrinkage 
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TABLE 1 

(WITH WHITE NOISE) 
SPEECH RECOGYITIOV PERFCIK.MA\CE FOR I O - W O K D  ENGLISH DIGIT VOCABULARY A S  A FCXCTION  OF SNR 

__ 

SNR 
Recognition  Accuracy (%) 

-. . 

(dB) 

35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
I O  
5 

W 

Configuration I 

100.00 
93.75 
88.50 

60.00 
79.25 

41.75 
30.50 
17.75 

Configuration  2  Configuration 3 

85.00 
83.50 
81.50 
78.50 
73.25 
66.75 
57.50 
38.50 

98.75 
98.75 
98.50 
97.75 
95.50 
89.50 
73.50 
58.75 

Configuration  4 

98.25 
98.25 
98.00 

96.00 
97.50 

90.50 
77.25 
62.25 

TABLE 11 

SNR (WITH WHITE NOISE) 
SPEECH RECOGNITION PERFOKMASCI: FOR 39-wORD ENGLISH ALPHA-DIGIT VOCABULARY AS A FUNCTIO\ OF 

._ 

SNR 
(dB)  Configuration I Configuration  2  Configuration 3 configuration  4 

Recognition  Accuracy ( X )  _ _  

W 88.78 50.13 
35  72.76 

86.28  86.06 
46.41  84.94  84.55 

30  63.53  45.71  83.33  82.18 
2 5  
20 

56.15  42.18  80.60 
40.90 

78.97 
37.95 

15 
70.08 

26.54  32.37 
72.31 

62.50 
10 15.83  25.51  48.08 

70.71 

5 
45.19 

10.32  17.18  32.24  30.26 

._ 

TABLE 111 
SPEECH  RECOGNITloh PERFORMANCE F'OR 1 0 - W O R D  ESGLISH DIGIT VOCABULARY A S  A FLUCTION OF SNR 

(WITH COLORED NOISE) __ 

SNR 
Recognition  Accuracy (%) _ _  

(dB)  Configuration 1 Configuration  2 

03 

35 
100.00 85.00 
98.25  82.50 

25 
30  98.25 

90.50 
80.00 
76.25 

20 83.25  69.75 
15 70.00 
10 47.00 

60.50 

5  28.75 
48.50 
37.75 

Configuration  3  Configuration  4 

98.75  98.25 
98.75  98.25 
98.75  98.25 
98.50  98.25 
98.00  98.00 
94.75  93.00 
85.00  83.25 
69.25  66.50 

model used  in the present paper  assumes  the additive  noise 
to be  white.  However, it  will be of interest  to see how  this 
method  works for colored noise.  For  this, w: performed 
the recognition experiments at  different SNFL's with ad- 
ditive colored  Gaussian  noise.  Colored  Gaussian noise 
was  generated by filtering the white Gaussian noise by a 
second-order AR filter  (with  coefficients -0.8018  and 
0.3995) [8]. Results  for  the 10-word  English  digit vocab- 
ulary are  shown in Table 111. The  recognizer with n o m  
equalization  (configurations 3 and 4) improves  the rec- 
ognition performance  for noisy speech, but i1:s advantage 
over  the  conventional  recognizer (configuration 1) is only 
about  10-15 dB in SNR, which is less  than that obtained 
for  the  white noise case  (as  expected). 

It might be noted that we have used here m l y  the  cep- 

stral  coefficients as parameters  for  speech  recognition. 
However, it might  be  advantageous  to  use, in addition, 
other  parameters (such as  the first- and  second-order  tem- 
poral  derivatives of cepstral coefficients, energy  and its 
derivatives,  etc.)  for  speech  recognition. It is not clear, 
at  present, how these  parameters  behave in the  presence 
of noise.  Therefore,  these  parameters  have not been used 
in the present study. 

v. SUMMARY 

We  have  presented a methodology  and  an  extension of 
the LPC cepstral norm equalization model to a  statistical 
framework.  To  cope  with  the  problem of norm shrinkage, 
a  first-order  quantization mechanism is  incorporated in the 

I 
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hidden  Markov model  for  speech  recognition. ?articular 
care in dealing  with the dispersion problem  was exten- 
sively addressed.  Isolated word  recognition experiments 
were conducted  and  the results indicate that the norm 
equalization  model  is  an  effective measure  to resist noise. 
When compared  to  a  conventional  recognize. without 
noise compensation,  the norm equalization  mcdel leads 
to an improvement in  recognition performance which is 
equivalent to about 15-20 dB gain in SNR. 

APPENDIX 
SINGULAR  MULTIVARIATE  NORMAL (SM V) 

DISTRIBUTIOK 
The theory of singular  Gaussian  distributions has been 

well developed by Khatri [4] .  Here,  we  summarize  the 
results  that are relevant to our discussion. 

Let Rk be the usual k-dimensional  vector  space  and c E 
Rk. Vector b  relates to c through the projection operation 

Random  vector b is said  to have Gaussian  distribution, 
i .e . , f (b)  = X,(O, C) where  the rank of E, ?(E). is y(C) 
= q < k .  (In the  current  case, q = k - 1.) The  zero 
mean assumption is arbitrary. 

Further let B be  a k X q matrix  of orthonorm,d column 
vectors belonging  to  the  linear  space  spanned by the col- 
umns of C. In addition, H is a k X ( k  - q)  matrix, of 
rank k - q ,  that  satisfies H‘C = 0. Column  vector b can 
be transformed into  a  concatenation of two vectors, r a n d  
d 

b’ = ( r r : d r )  (A21 

where  r = B‘b and d = H‘b.  The  dispersion matrix of r 
is B‘CB, resulting  in  r = XJO, B’CB) .  Specifically. r 
has pdf 

Furthermore,  we  use  the  following  expression: 

r r ( B r E B ) - ’ r  

= b‘B(B’CB)-’B‘b 

= b‘z-b (‘44) 

for  a certain choice of general  inverse E-. 
Khatri’s results [4] included maximum  likelihood esti- 

mation of the parameters  for  singular multivari2,te normal 
distributions.  Suppose  the matrix G = ( b , ,  b2, . . . , b,) 
results from  the projection operation  on (c,, c2.  * . , c,,,,) 
according  to ( A l ) .  It is natural  to  choose  the likelihood 
function to be 

&(GI E) = (~T)-~~’’[V(C)]-~ exp { -i tr C ~ GG‘] 

(A5) 
where v ( C )  = ( E l  t 2  . E , ) ” ’ ,  and  “tr”  denotes 
“trace  of. ” 

Since  the transformation H  leads to null dispersion of 
d ,  the  subspace of H is thus  of  no concern to the  estima- 
tion objective.  The ML estimate of C. g, can  be  found 
[4] to satisfy 

B’eB  = - B‘SB 
1 

M 

where 
M 

s = c bib; (A71 
i =  I 

the sample covariance.  That is 

E = - - .  
- 1  

M 

This  shows that  the conventional  results of sample co- 
variance  can  be  straightforwardly  applied  to  the  ML  es- 
timation  problem even though the  data may appear  to be 
of insufficient rank support. 
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